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Given the two coplanar vectors A: 3 a* + 4 ay- 5 arand B: -6a* *l sy*4 az.
Obtain the unit vector normalto the plane containing the vector A and B
The Three fields are given by A=2ax -az , B: 2 a*-ay+2az , C:2a*-3ay +a, .

Find the scalar and vector triple product.
OR
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If B: y ax + (x+z) ay and a point Q is located at (-2,6,3) express.l The Point Q in
cylindrical and spherical co-ordinates and 2) B in spherical coordinates

a Find E at ( 0,0,2) m due to charged circular disc in x-y plane with !s:20 n
C/mzand radius 1m.

b A circular disc of l0 cm radius is charged uniformly with total charge of
100nc . Find E at a point 20cm on its axis.

OR
a Two pint charges I .5nC at (0,0,0.1) and - 1 .5nC at (0,0,-0. I ) are in free space.

Treat the two charges as a dipole at the origin and tind the potential at
p(0.3,0,0.4)

b In free space V: xzy(z+3) . Find E at (3, 4, -6) and The charge within the
cube O<x,y,z<1.

luNrr-rril
Explain the boundary conditions of two perfect dielectrics materials.

OR
Explain the boundary conditions between conductor and free space.

luNn-rvl
Derive the expression for self-inductance of solenoid, toroid and coaxialcable.

OR
Using Biot-savart's law. Find H* and B'due conductor of finite length.

lurrrr-vl
Derive the equation of Continuity for time varying fields.

OR
Derive an expression for motional and transformer induced emf.
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